The menu for the Mrs Dinner at Mother's has been planned and each one's part is as follows:

Turkey, dressing and gravy
Ham (cooked before delivered at Mother's)
Potatoes (Irish) 5 lbs. (will be prepared at Mother's)
Green Peas 8 large cans (will be prepared at Mother's)
Cranberry Sauce (3 cans)
Celery (4 large bunches)
Fruit Salad (of your own making)
Ambrosia
Cakes (2) any kind you choose.
Cake (1)  
Coffee 1 lb. to be made at Mother's
Rolls (1 dozen) Dr., Carl, Henry, Ben, Kelous, Homer and Lee.
Kelous and Homer will be responsible for the purchase.

Table decorations

All foods except salad, cakes, rolls and ham must be delivered to Mother's on Dec. 3, making preparation easier. Lucile and Pauline will prepare the foods that must be prepared at Mother's.

[Signature]

Chairman of the Host and Hostess Committee.
WHELCHEL REUNION 1940

PROGRAM

1. Call to order—Dr. A. J. WHELCHEL
2. WHELCHEL Creed
   I shall always endeavor to be:
   Worthy of the name I bear,
   Helpful to all who need my care,
   Earnest and honest in every deed,
   Living ever by this creed,
   Cherishing traditions handed down,
   Holding to family standards sound,
   Ever ready for right to stand,
   Loyal always to our clan.

3. Reading or minutes—Mrs. Henry WHELCHEL
4. Report of committees
   (a) Organization—Mrs. W. W. W.
   (b) Book—New Material—Mrs. H. W.
   (c) Rate—Mr. B. T. W.
5. New Business
6. Family News—Mary Jeff
7. WHELCHEL History in Jingle cont.—Mrs. W. W.
8. Informal talks by different members of family
9. WHELCHEL Song

There is a tie that binds our hearts in family love;
The fellowship of kin to kin is like to that above.

When we asunder part it gives us inward pain;
But we shall still be joined in heart and hope to meet again.

10. Adjourn for

BARBECUE

FIELD EVENTS (FRONT YARD) 5:00 P. M.

1. Sack Race—Boys 9-12 (2)
2. Peasent Race—Free to all
3. Scrambled Slices—Girls 9-18
4. Horse Shoe Pitch—Boys & Men—U-6-6
5. "Battle of the Sexes" Everybody
6. Soft Ball Game

Awarding of championship prizes
Place: Boat Landing of Whelchel Cabin, Cedar Creek and on a boat on the water. (Benches can be used for boat).
Time: From 3:00 A.M. to 8:00 A.M. in July their first A.M. fishing.
Characters: Henry played by George.
Homer... "Henry
Kelous... "Alvin Whelchel
Ben... "Jack
Lee... "Glenn
Carl... "Alvin North.

Enter Henry, Homer and Kelous (the others haven't arrived at camp), loaded with fishing tackle, cushions, life preservers, thermos jug, Mosquito spray, paddles and motor. All three placed on ground near boat. Henry takes a chew and offers Kelous one which he accepts. Homer runs back to the cabin for a preserver.

Henry: Well, let's get these things in the boat. The others must have overslept. (All start loading the boat).
Kelous: Everybody get a life preserver. This creek is deep and I don't know the water well enough to miss all the stumps.
(All put on preservers).
Homer: Let's go. (Kelous gets in first with motor and gets it settled. The others begin getting the tackle in the boat).
Kelous: Is everybody ready?
Henry: Yes, let's go. (Kelous starts motor and away they go).
Henry: This is a good place. (Kelous stops motor gets paddle and the others begin getting tackle ready for casting and flyfishing. Henry has the fly and homer casts.)

Henry: Do you guess my "Jitter Bug" will be good here?
Kelous: I know a man who always brings in a four or five pound fish with a "Jitter Bug".
(Casting and flying begin only in motion as there will limited space.)
Kelous: (After a min of casting) Homer, try in that pile of trash.
(Homer obey's and one gets on his line). I believe you have one.
Homer: Hold the boat, get the net Henry, I got a big one. (All get so excited they most capsize the boat). Oh just a stick and I knew I had a big fish. (All settle and continue to cast).
Henry: Pull the boat a little closer to the bank Kel. (He flies).
(A fish gets on his line). (All excited) I got him. (pulls the fish in). (Disgusted) I thought he was good sized. (The fish was a small brim). Look at that little brim, I'm a good mind to throw him back.
Homer: You'd better not we may not get another and we will need one to show we have been fishing.
Kelous: Henry, try your "Snake Doctor" you should get a bass on that.
Homer: Try your "River Runt" and you'll get a good one. (The change in bass is made by both).
(About the time Homer's minnow hits the water a three pound bass strikes and they all three really get excited and the other two try to assist Homer in landing the fish. Finally the fish is landed and they talk about what a fine one it is).
Henry: That is a good one but I thought you'd never lend him.
Homer: I knew I'd get him, did you see how well I had him caught.
Kelous: Boy he just was caught in the mouth. I'm a wonder you landed him.
Homer: Kel, I'll take the paddle now and let you try your luck.
(They change places).
Kelous: Think I'll try my "Green Broke Beck" minnow. (He fixes his
bait and he and Henry continue the fishing).
(Not a strike for a few min.)
Kelous: How 'bout a chew, Henry, maybe that will change our luck.
(Both take a chew).
Henry: Think I'll change to my "Black net with red tail". (The change
is made and casting continues). (A fish gets on his hook and
again he labors with it. Finally he pulls in a Bass about 1 lb.)
Kelous: That is pretty good but I thought you had a whale the way you
were pulling and tugging.
(Casting continues. Clouds gather and all look around at the weather)
Homer: Looks like a wind to me. We'd better get to shore. (Homer starts
the motor and they go to the boat landing to find Lee, Carl
and Ben fishing from the landing with worms.)
(They greet each other).
Kelous: Where is Doc? I thought he was coming.
Lee: He was suddenly called on a case and can't come today.
Carl: (All excited) Look at your line Ben. A big fish must be on it.
(1 5 lb. cat was on the line and away he was going. Ben together
with the others really did have a time landing that fish. Those
in the boat run up on the landing and all tried to assist.
Finally Ben lands the fish and all sigh relief.)
Ben: Let's go make a fire, dress and cook this fish.
Lee: I'll run get the furnace fired up while some of you dress the fish.
(Ben and Carl get busy on the fish and the boat fishermen gather
togther their tackle. All leave for the cabin).

End.